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Faculty and Deans

LAU AND

Hay 24, 1972

HEDICL~E

Professor Bromberger

Select one of the foll~ing questions and discuss it in the
light of the ~"ork covered this semester. You are expected to use both
legal princi?les and your own initiative and to present a well reasoned
argument. It 5.s ,therefore, suggested that you spend approximately one
third of the allotted time planning your response.
1. The increase in the quantum of malpractice litigation, the
grm'7ing distL'ust that the public is showing toward the medical profession, and the millions of dollars at'la rded by juries in damages to
injured plaintj ffs indicate that traditional pr5.nciples of tort law and
rules of evidenee have shown themselves to be not capable of maintaining a manageable equilibrium between damage and reparation. Halpractice
ac~iOlLa should ~ therefore, be taken fr·.Jm the jurisdiction of the courts
and t~ansf~rrE'n to an e.rlministrative agency staf.L8d by experts, not
tied dmln by restrictive rules of evidence and guided by good sen&e and
I·eason .
2. The reaction of the judicial system to the admissibility of
expert ~uvl scier,tific e7ide:1 ~e, .::r.j Feight to be given to it, has
res1l1ted in one legal sc"ilolar stating:
The courts are l1kely to be liberal when evidence can only be
supplied by the source at hand despite the lack of accuracy of such
evidence when com~)1Fed to t.he sta:ldard DC"rmally set. On the other
hand, the acc1 '!:'acy of evidence may not j:.lstify its admission whe:l
such accuracy is not supy or~ed 1 -;; a sense of fairness to the
parties and a.n p:t::'g;:;ncy c~ n~ed, and requireS the courts to admit
evidence which they fear will n~l:-l 2.cet to some degree, the traditions of the courtroc~. Acc~rding to these indications, the problem of seeking judicial recognition of scis ntific pvide~~e cannot
be expected to end merely by increasing its accuracJ.
3. The failure of the la~ to cnme to grips with a number of
medico-moral issues has resulted in the elevation of the medical profession to a position in the co~~unity which greatly exceeds its qualifications. TI~e law is quite content to let this situation persist
until a "mistake" is made or publicity demands some action because it
is not capable of resolving the p~-blems when acting within its allotted
framework.

